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Upcoming Events 

The AAS has been asked if we would conduct a star gaze at Children’s Harbor on Lake Martin on 

Saturday, July 7, 2018. This will be a group from the Lee County Autism and Advocacy organization. 

We did a star gaze for them at this same location last year and they really enjoyed it. This facility is 

located on Lake Martin just a few miles southwest of Wind Creek State Park, on Highway 63. As 

usual, AAS members should try to arrive before dark to set up their scopes. A map showing the 

location is provided below. After entering the complex, AAS members should follow the signs to 

the Harbor Lodge as this will be the viewing area location. 
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*************************************************************************************************** 

A star gaze is planned for Saturday, July 14th at Wind Creek State Park near Alexander City, AL. This 

event is a planned event for park visitors and campers. The location for this event will be the same as 

the event that was held for the 4-H group back on June 2nd. This a small peninsula near the North 

Picnic Area. A map of the park is included here with the observing site circled in red. As usual, 

members plan to arrive before dark to set up scopes. If you tell someone at the entrance that you are 

with the astronomy club, they can direct you to the site. 

 

***************************************************************************************************

Additional Scheduled Events at Wind Creek State Park  

• Saturday, July 14, 2018 – Star Gaze/Club Meeting – Wind Creek State Park 

• Saturday, August 18, 2018 – Star Gaze/Club Meeting – Wind Creek State Park 

• Saturday, September 15, 2018 – Star Gaze/Club Meeting – Wind Creek State Park 

*************************************************************************************************** 

Report on Star Gaze for 4-H Group at Wind Creek 

The AAS assisted with a star gaze at Wind Creek State Park on Saturday, June 2, 2018. AAS 

members Allen Screws, Mike Lewis and his son David, and David Blake provided the scopes and 

expertise. Here’s Mike’s report and photos of the event: 

The June 2th stargaze at WCSP was successful. The Tallapoosa County 4-H club brought out about 
25 persons, most of them middle school age kids, to look through the club’s telescopes and talk with 
members. For the first time in 3 years, the club returned to the point known by the park as “Snake 
Island” next to the North Picnic area to conduct the stargaze.  There were 4 from the club, including 
Allen Screws, David Blake, and my son David and myself. Telescopes were 10” SCT, 10” Dob, 5” 
refractor and 3.5” refractor. 



 At dusk, skies were mostly clear and through the trees we were able to view Venus setting in the 
west and Jupiter rising in the southeast. We closed down by 9PM. 

Allen also reported that they were able to view M13 and M65/66. 

 

*************************************************************************************************** 

A Potential Donation to the AAS 

We recently received an e-mail from Major (RET) J W. Stewart offering the AAS a vintage Tinsley 6” 

Cassegrain telescope. Since the club has no centralized storage space, most of our club scopes and 

other equipment are kept by various members at their homes. Major Stewart is offering the scope at 

no cost but it will require some restoration. If anyone is interested in acquiring this scope, please let 

us know and we will be glad to put you in contact with him. 

  

Here are his comments on the scope: 

I have an antique (circa 1928) Tinsley 6" Cassegrain with mount & pedestal that I'd like to donate to the AAS if y'all are 

interested in having and/or restoring it.  I spent several years collecting parts to make it functional, but it's simply too 

massive to move when my wife retires from federal civil service next year and we leave Alabama. 

 



I'm a member of the ATS, and we know of no other 6" Tinsley Saturn Cass, which is why I'd like to save this one. I'm 

hoping someone in the AAS or known to y'all has the experience to restore it to original glory. 

 

I've attached a photo, and you can read about my restoration effort on the Cloudy Nights 

forum:  https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/495313-6-tinsley-saturn-cassegrain-restore/ 

 

This is a no strings attached donation, and I don't mind hauling the scope over to Auburn for the new owner(s). 

At this point, the restoration is primarily cosmetic.  The Tinsley is usable and provides excellent views when collimated & 

temperature adapted.  Before I found the massive mount, it rode well on a vintage Meade StarFinder EQ.  I'd like to keep 

the rig intact, but if no one wants it, I'll keep the OTA, and proceed with having the tube professionally powder-coated (not 

happy with my own paint job!). 

*************************************************************************************************** 

Jupiter is now in prime viewing position 

The giant planet Jupiter just recently passed opposition and is now ideally located for evening 

viewing. Recently, I took advantage of a clear night to bring out my 3.5” Questar and camera and see 

if I could have any success. The photo below is one of the better results after processing a number of 

video files. 

 

In addition to the 3.5” Questar, I used a 3X focal extender and ASI 174MC camera. I mostly shot 

1,000-frame AVI video files which were then processed in Autostakkert!3 software. The final 

composite file was then sharpened using the wavelet tools in Registax 6.0 and some final touchups 

were done in Photoshop CC. As you can see in the photo, I caught one of Jupiter’s moons (Europa) 

just before it went behind the planet. In fact, later in the evening while I was still out it did in fact 

disappear behind Jupiter.  

*************************************************************************************************** 
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***************************************************************************************************  

For additional information about the club and our activities, check out the following links: 

The Auburn Astronomical Society web page: http://www.auburnastro.org 

The AAS Facebook page: http://www.facebook.com/groups/79864233515/  

****************************************************************************************************************** 
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